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muon to electron conversion in a muonic atom

µ� +N ! e� +N

Charged Lepton Flavour Violation (CLFV)
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Design of the COMET Experiment

muon to electron conversion in a muonic atom
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BR~O(10-54)

     CLFV has clear signature of BSM w/o SM backgrounds. 1
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Fig. 5.1: Reach in new physics scale of present and future facilities, from generic dimension
six operators. Colour coding of observables is: green for mesons, blue for leptons, yellow for
EDMs, red for Higgs flavoured couplings and purple for the top quark. The grey columns illus-
trate the reach of direct flavour-blind searches and EW precision measurements. The operator
coefficients are taken to be either ⇠ 1 (plain coloured columns) or suppressed by MFV factors
(hatch filled surfaces). Light (dark) colours correspond to present data (mid-term prospects,
including HL-LHC, Belle II, MEG II, Mu3e, Mu2e, COMET, ACME, PIK and SNS).

compared with the reach of direct high-energy searches and EW precision tests (in grey), il-
lustrated by using flavour-blind operators that have the optimal reach [257]: the gluon-Higgs
operator and the oblique parameters for EW precision tests, respectively. The shown effective
energy reach of flavour experiments do have several caveats. First of all, in many realistic the-
ories either the coupling constants are smaller than unity and/or the symmetries suppress the
sizes of the coefficients. This effect is illustrated by including in the quark sector the present
bounds in tree level NP with Minimal Flavour Violation (MFV) pattern of couplings (hatch filled
areas) [258–261]. Furthermore, there could be cancellations among several higher-dimension
operators. In addition, for theories in which the new physics contributes as an insertion inside a
one-loop diagram mediated by SM particles, all the shown scales should be further reduced by
extra GIM-mass suppressions and/or a factor a/4p ⇠ 10�3 (where a denotes the generic gauge
structure constants).

Finally and importantly, the new physics scale behind the flavour paradigm may differ
from the electroweak new physics scale. Despite these caveats, Fig. 5.1 does illustrate the
unique power of flavour physics to probe NP. The next generation of precision particle physics
experiments will probe significantly higher effective NP scales, as discussed in more detail
below.

from European particle Physics Strategy Update (2019)
light colour: present, dark colour: future prospect
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only some examples

νsνsνs and cLFV: radiative and 3 body decays

! Radiative decays: ℓi → ℓjγℓi → ℓjγℓi → ℓjγ
“3+1” toy model

! Consider µ→ eγµ→ eγµ→ eγ MEG

W � γ

µ eνi

! For m4 " 10 GeV sizable νs contributions excluded

.. but precluded by other cLFV observables
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! Three-body decays ℓi → 3ℓjℓi → 3ℓjℓi → 3ℓj (###) and conversion in Nuclei µ− eµ− eµ− e (###)
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● Extra-dimensional models

“Anarchic” Randall-Sundrum model

Agashe, Blechman, Petriello

CLFV Predictions (for μ→eγ and µ-e conversion)
by Extra Dimension Models

extra dimension model

R.Sawada NEUTRINO 2012

New physics models and cLFV
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Figure 14: Correlation between BR(µ → e γ) and BR(τ → µ γ) as a function of mN3
, for SPS

1a. The areas displayed represent the scan over θi as given in eq. (4.3). From bottom to top, the
coloured regions correspond to θ13 = 1◦, 3◦, 5◦ and 10◦ (red, green, blue and pink, respectively).
Horizontal and vertical dashed (dotted) lines denote the experimental bounds (future sensitivities).

Given that, as previously emphasised, µ → e γ is very sensitive to θ13, whereas this is not

the case for BR(τ → µ γ), and that both BRs display the same approximate behaviour

with mN3
and tan β, we now propose to study the correlation between these two observ-

ables. This optimises the impact of a θ13 measurement, since it allows to minimise the

uncertainty introduced from not knowing tanβ and mN3
, and at the same time offers a

better illustration of the uncertainty associated with the R-matrix angles. In this case,

the correlation of the BRs with respect to mN3
means that, for a fixed set of parameters,

varying mN3
implies that the predicted point (BR(τ → µ γ), BR(µ → e γ)) moves along

a line with approximately constant slope in the BR(τ → µ γ)-BR(µ → e γ) plane. On the

other hand, varying θ13 leads to a displacement of the point along the vertical axis. In

figure 14, we illustrate this correlation for SPS 1a, and for the previously selected mN3
and

θ1,2 ranges (c.f. eq. (4.3)). We consider the following values, θ13 = 1◦, 3◦, 5◦ and 10◦, and

only include the BR predictions allowing for a favourable BAU. In addition, and as done

throughout our analysis, we have verified that all the points in this figure lead to charged

lepton EDM predictions which are compatible with present experimental bounds. More

specifically, we have obtained values for the EDMs lying in the following ranges (in units

of e.cm):

10−39 ! |de| ! 2 × 10−35 , 6 × 10−37 ! |dµ| ! 1.5 × 10−32 , 10−34 ! |dτ | ! 4 × 10−31 .

(4.4)

For a fixed value of mN3
, and for a given value of θ13, the dispersion arising from

a θ1 and θ2 variation produces a small area rather than a point in the BR(τ → µ γ)-

BR(µ → e γ) plane. The dispersion along the BR(τ → µ γ) axis is of approximately one

– 29 –

Figure 12: Correlation between µ ! e� and µ ! e conversion in Ti as obtained from

a general scan over the LHT parameters. The shaded area represents the present (light)

and future (darker) experimental constraints. The solid blue line represents the dipole

contribution to R(µTi ! eTi).

from models like the MSSM in which the dipole operator, displayed by the blue line,

yields the dominant contribution to Br(µ�
! e

�
e
+
e
�) [92, 93]. It is clear from Fig. 11

that an improved upper bound on µ ! e�, which should be available from the MEG

experiment in the next years (shown by the dark grey area in Fig. 11), and in particular

its discovery will provide important information on µ
�
! e

�
e
+
e
� within the model in

question.

Next in Fig. 12 we show the µ ! e conversion rate in titanium (Ti), as a function of

Br(µ ! e�). We observe that the correlation between these two modes is much weaker

than the one between µ ! e� and µ
�

! e
�
e
+
e
�. Consequently, the ratio of these

two rates may again di↵er significantly from the prediction obtained in models where

the dipole operator is dominant. Such a distinction is however not possible for some

regions of the LHT parameter space, where the a priori dominant Z0-penguin and box

contributions cancel due to a destructive interference in R(µTi ! eTi).

In order to quantify how naturally a suppression of the µ ! e� decay rate below

the present experimental bounds can be obtained, we consider how much fine-tuning is

necessary to fulfil this bound. We would like to remind the reader that the measure

of fine-tuning �BG defined in (5.1) indicates the sensitivity of a particular observable

with respect to a small change in the model parameters. It by no means allows to make

statements for instance about the structure of the mixing matrices or the mass spectrum

of the model, but only about how rapidly an observable changes in the neighborhood of

a particular parameter configuration. No more than that the BG fine-tuning indicates
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this experiment are included in Fig. 5. Both the !! 3"
and !! 3e modes at a super-B factory will constrain the
anarchic RS parameter space. The LHC also has sensitivity
to rare ! decays [30]; however, the projected sensitivities
are slightly weaker than the current B-factory constraints,
and have not been included. The expected sensitivities to
rare ! decays at a future linear collider are also weaker than
the limits set by the B-factories. Although the MKK !
1 TeV scales probed with !! l1 !l2l3 decays are lower
than those constrained by "" e conversion and "! 3e,
we stress that different model parameters are tested by each
set of processes.

B. Scan for the bulk Higgs field scenario

We now present the results of our scan over the bulk
Higgs parameter space. For the scan we set # # 0; we
present separately the # dependence of the most important
constraints.

We again begin by considering muon initiated processes.
The constraints from "! 3e and "" e conversion are
highly correlated, as we saw in the previous subsection.
Since the bounds from "" e conversion are stronger, we
focus on this and "! e$. We show in Fig. 6 scatter plots
of the predictions for BR$"! e$% and Bconv coming from
our scan of the RS parameter space, for the KK scales
MKK # 3, 5, 10 TeV. For "! e$ we include both the
current constraint from the Particle Data Group [24] and
the projected sensitivity of MEG [18]. The current bounds
from "! e$ are quite strong; from the MKK # 3 TeV

plot in Fig. 6, we see that only one parameter choice
satisfies the BR$"! e$% bound. This point does not sat-
isfy the "" e conversion constraint. We can estimate that
it would satisfy both bounds for MKK > 3:1 TeV. In our
scan over 1000 sets of model parameters the absolute
lowest scale allowed is thus slightly larger than 3 TeV.
Also, a large portion of the parameter set at both 5 and
10 TeV conflict with these bounds. We again find the need

FIG. 6 (color online). Scan of the "! e$ and "" e conversion predictions for MKK # 3, 5, 10 TeV and # # 0. The solid line
denotes the PDG bound on BR$"! e$%, while the dashed lines indicate the SINDRUM II limit on "" e conversion and the
projected MEG sensitivity to BR$"! e$%.

FIG. 7 (color online). Scan of the !! "$ and !! e$ pre-
dictions for MKK # 3 TeV and # # 0. The solid and dashed
lines are the current B-factory and projected super-B factory
limits, respectively.

AGASHE, BLECHMAN, AND PETRIELLO PHYSICAL REVIEW D 74, 053011 (2006)

053011-12

Given that both ‘i ! ‘j! and !a" ! "g" # gSM
" $=2 are

generated by dipole operators, it is natural to establish a
link between them. To this purpose, we recall the dominant
contribution to !a" is also provided by the chargino
exchange and can be written as

 !a" ! #
#2

4$
m2
"

!
"M2

m2
L

"g2c"M2
2=M

2
~‘
;"2=M2

~‘
$

"M2
2 #"2$ tan%;

(17)

with gc2"x; y$ defined as fc2"x; y$ in terms of

 gc2"a$ !
"3# 4a% a2 % 2 loga$

"a# 1$3 : (18)

It is then straightforward to deduce the relation

 

B"‘i ! ‘j!$
B"‘i ! ‘j&‘i "&‘j$

! 48$3#
G2
F
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m2
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$
2

&
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$

g2c"M2
2=M

2
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~‘
$

$
2
j'ijLLj2:

(19)

To understand the relative size of the correlation, in the
limit of degenerate SUSY spectrum we get
 

B"‘i ! ‘j!$ '
# !a"

20& 10#10

$
2

&
% 1& 10#4j'12

LLj2 ("! e);
2& 10#5j'23

LLj2 ((! "):
(20)

A more detailed analysis of the stringent correlation be-

tween the ‘i ! ‘j! transitions and !a" in our scenario is
illustrated in Fig. 6. Since the loop functions for the two
processes are not identical, the correlation is not exactly a
line; however, it is clear that the two observables are
closely connected. We stress that the numerical results
shown in Fig. 6 have been obtained using the exact for-
mulas reported in Ref. [41] for the supersymmetric con-
tributions to both B"‘i ! ‘j!$ and !a" (the simplified
results in the mass-insertion approximations in Eqs. (15)–
(19) have been shown only for the sake of clarity). The
inner dark-gray (red) areas are the regions where the
B-physics constraints are fulfilled. In our scenario the
B-physics constraints put a lower bound on MH and there-
fore, through the funnel-region relation, also on M1;2 (see
Figs. 3 and 4). As a result, the allowed ranges for !a" and
B"‘i ! ‘j!$ are correspondingly lowered. A complemen-
tary illustration of the interplay of B-physics observables,
dark-matter constraints, !a", and LFV rates—within our
scenario—is shown in Fig. 7.9

The normalization j'12
LLj ! 10#4 used in Figs. 6 and 7

corresponds to the central value in Eq. (14) for c& ! 1 and
M&R ! 1012 GeV. This normalization can be regarded as a
rather natural (or even pessimistic) choice.10 As can be

FIG. 6 (color online). Expectations for B""! e!$ and B"(! "!$ vs !a" ! "g" # gSM
" $=2, assuming j'12

LLj ! 10#4 and j'23
LLj !

10#2. The plots have been obtained employing the following ranges: 300 GeV * M~‘ * 600 GeV, 200 GeV * M2 * 1000 GeV,
500 GeV * " * 1000 GeV, 10 * tan% * 50, and setting AU ! #1 TeV, M~q ! 1:5 TeV. Moreover, the GUT relations M2 ' 2M1

and M3 ' 6M1 are assumed. The inner (red) areas correspond to points within the funnel region which satisfy the B-physics
constraints listed in Sec. III B [B"Bs ! "%"#$< 8& 10#8, 1:01<RBs! < 1:24, 0:8<RB(& < 0:9, !MBs ! 17:35+ 0:25 ps#1].

9For comparison, a detailed study of LFV transitions imposing
dark-matter constraints—within the constrained MSSM with
right-handed neutrinos—can be found in Ref. [42].

10For M&R , 1012 GeV other sources of LFV, such as the
quark-induced terms in grand unified theories cannot be ne-
glected [43]. As a result, in many realistic scenarios it is not
easy to suppress LFV entries in the slepton mass matrices below
the 10#4 level [38].

FLAVOR PHYSICS AT LARGE TAN % WITH A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 75, 115019 (2007)

115019-9

G.Isidori, et al., PRD75(2007)115019

M.Blanke et al., Acta Phys.Polon.B41(2010)657

S. Antusch, et al., JHEP11(2006)090

K.Agashe, et al., PRD74(2006)053011
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only some examples

νsνsνs and cLFV: radiative and 3 body decays

! Radiative decays: ℓi → ℓjγℓi → ℓjγℓi → ℓjγ
“3+1” toy model

! Consider µ→ eγµ→ eγµ→ eγ MEG

W � γ

µ eνi

! For m4 " 10 GeV sizable νs contributions excluded

.. but precluded by other cLFV observables
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Figure 14: Correlation between BR(µ → e γ) and BR(τ → µ γ) as a function of mN3
, for SPS

1a. The areas displayed represent the scan over θi as given in eq. (4.3). From bottom to top, the
coloured regions correspond to θ13 = 1◦, 3◦, 5◦ and 10◦ (red, green, blue and pink, respectively).
Horizontal and vertical dashed (dotted) lines denote the experimental bounds (future sensitivities).

Given that, as previously emphasised, µ → e γ is very sensitive to θ13, whereas this is not

the case for BR(τ → µ γ), and that both BRs display the same approximate behaviour

with mN3
and tan β, we now propose to study the correlation between these two observ-

ables. This optimises the impact of a θ13 measurement, since it allows to minimise the

uncertainty introduced from not knowing tanβ and mN3
, and at the same time offers a

better illustration of the uncertainty associated with the R-matrix angles. In this case,

the correlation of the BRs with respect to mN3
means that, for a fixed set of parameters,

varying mN3
implies that the predicted point (BR(τ → µ γ), BR(µ → e γ)) moves along

a line with approximately constant slope in the BR(τ → µ γ)-BR(µ → e γ) plane. On the

other hand, varying θ13 leads to a displacement of the point along the vertical axis. In

figure 14, we illustrate this correlation for SPS 1a, and for the previously selected mN3
and

θ1,2 ranges (c.f. eq. (4.3)). We consider the following values, θ13 = 1◦, 3◦, 5◦ and 10◦, and

only include the BR predictions allowing for a favourable BAU. In addition, and as done

throughout our analysis, we have verified that all the points in this figure lead to charged

lepton EDM predictions which are compatible with present experimental bounds. More

specifically, we have obtained values for the EDMs lying in the following ranges (in units

of e.cm):

10−39 ! |de| ! 2 × 10−35 , 6 × 10−37 ! |dµ| ! 1.5 × 10−32 , 10−34 ! |dτ | ! 4 × 10−31 .

(4.4)

For a fixed value of mN3
, and for a given value of θ13, the dispersion arising from

a θ1 and θ2 variation produces a small area rather than a point in the BR(τ → µ γ)-

BR(µ → e γ) plane. The dispersion along the BR(τ → µ γ) axis is of approximately one
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Figure 12: Correlation between µ ! e� and µ ! e conversion in Ti as obtained from

a general scan over the LHT parameters. The shaded area represents the present (light)

and future (darker) experimental constraints. The solid blue line represents the dipole

contribution to R(µTi ! eTi).

from models like the MSSM in which the dipole operator, displayed by the blue line,

yields the dominant contribution to Br(µ�
! e

�
e
+
e
�) [92, 93]. It is clear from Fig. 11

that an improved upper bound on µ ! e�, which should be available from the MEG

experiment in the next years (shown by the dark grey area in Fig. 11), and in particular

its discovery will provide important information on µ
�
! e

�
e
+
e
� within the model in

question.

Next in Fig. 12 we show the µ ! e conversion rate in titanium (Ti), as a function of

Br(µ ! e�). We observe that the correlation between these two modes is much weaker

than the one between µ ! e� and µ
�

! e
�
e
+
e
�. Consequently, the ratio of these

two rates may again di↵er significantly from the prediction obtained in models where

the dipole operator is dominant. Such a distinction is however not possible for some

regions of the LHT parameter space, where the a priori dominant Z0-penguin and box

contributions cancel due to a destructive interference in R(µTi ! eTi).

In order to quantify how naturally a suppression of the µ ! e� decay rate below

the present experimental bounds can be obtained, we consider how much fine-tuning is

necessary to fulfil this bound. We would like to remind the reader that the measure

of fine-tuning �BG defined in (5.1) indicates the sensitivity of a particular observable

with respect to a small change in the model parameters. It by no means allows to make

statements for instance about the structure of the mixing matrices or the mass spectrum

of the model, but only about how rapidly an observable changes in the neighborhood of

a particular parameter configuration. No more than that the BG fine-tuning indicates

15

this experiment are included in Fig. 5. Both the !! 3"
and !! 3e modes at a super-B factory will constrain the
anarchic RS parameter space. The LHC also has sensitivity
to rare ! decays [30]; however, the projected sensitivities
are slightly weaker than the current B-factory constraints,
and have not been included. The expected sensitivities to
rare ! decays at a future linear collider are also weaker than
the limits set by the B-factories. Although the MKK !
1 TeV scales probed with !! l1 !l2l3 decays are lower
than those constrained by "" e conversion and "! 3e,
we stress that different model parameters are tested by each
set of processes.

B. Scan for the bulk Higgs field scenario

We now present the results of our scan over the bulk
Higgs parameter space. For the scan we set # # 0; we
present separately the # dependence of the most important
constraints.

We again begin by considering muon initiated processes.
The constraints from "! 3e and "" e conversion are
highly correlated, as we saw in the previous subsection.
Since the bounds from "" e conversion are stronger, we
focus on this and "! e$. We show in Fig. 6 scatter plots
of the predictions for BR$"! e$% and Bconv coming from
our scan of the RS parameter space, for the KK scales
MKK # 3, 5, 10 TeV. For "! e$ we include both the
current constraint from the Particle Data Group [24] and
the projected sensitivity of MEG [18]. The current bounds
from "! e$ are quite strong; from the MKK # 3 TeV

plot in Fig. 6, we see that only one parameter choice
satisfies the BR$"! e$% bound. This point does not sat-
isfy the "" e conversion constraint. We can estimate that
it would satisfy both bounds for MKK > 3:1 TeV. In our
scan over 1000 sets of model parameters the absolute
lowest scale allowed is thus slightly larger than 3 TeV.
Also, a large portion of the parameter set at both 5 and
10 TeV conflict with these bounds. We again find the need

FIG. 6 (color online). Scan of the "! e$ and "" e conversion predictions for MKK # 3, 5, 10 TeV and # # 0. The solid line
denotes the PDG bound on BR$"! e$%, while the dashed lines indicate the SINDRUM II limit on "" e conversion and the
projected MEG sensitivity to BR$"! e$%.

FIG. 7 (color online). Scan of the !! "$ and !! e$ pre-
dictions for MKK # 3 TeV and # # 0. The solid and dashed
lines are the current B-factory and projected super-B factory
limits, respectively.
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Given that both ‘i ! ‘j! and !a" ! "g" # gSM
" $=2 are

generated by dipole operators, it is natural to establish a
link between them. To this purpose, we recall the dominant
contribution to !a" is also provided by the chargino
exchange and can be written as
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with gc2"x; y$ defined as fc2"x; y$ in terms of
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It is then straightforward to deduce the relation
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To understand the relative size of the correlation, in the
limit of degenerate SUSY spectrum we get
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A more detailed analysis of the stringent correlation be-

tween the ‘i ! ‘j! transitions and !a" in our scenario is
illustrated in Fig. 6. Since the loop functions for the two
processes are not identical, the correlation is not exactly a
line; however, it is clear that the two observables are
closely connected. We stress that the numerical results
shown in Fig. 6 have been obtained using the exact for-
mulas reported in Ref. [41] for the supersymmetric con-
tributions to both B"‘i ! ‘j!$ and !a" (the simplified
results in the mass-insertion approximations in Eqs. (15)–
(19) have been shown only for the sake of clarity). The
inner dark-gray (red) areas are the regions where the
B-physics constraints are fulfilled. In our scenario the
B-physics constraints put a lower bound on MH and there-
fore, through the funnel-region relation, also on M1;2 (see
Figs. 3 and 4). As a result, the allowed ranges for !a" and
B"‘i ! ‘j!$ are correspondingly lowered. A complemen-
tary illustration of the interplay of B-physics observables,
dark-matter constraints, !a", and LFV rates—within our
scenario—is shown in Fig. 7.9

The normalization j'12
LLj ! 10#4 used in Figs. 6 and 7

corresponds to the central value in Eq. (14) for c& ! 1 and
M&R ! 1012 GeV. This normalization can be regarded as a
rather natural (or even pessimistic) choice.10 As can be

FIG. 6 (color online). Expectations for B""! e!$ and B"(! "!$ vs !a" ! "g" # gSM
" $=2, assuming j'12

LLj ! 10#4 and j'23
LLj !

10#2. The plots have been obtained employing the following ranges: 300 GeV * M~‘ * 600 GeV, 200 GeV * M2 * 1000 GeV,
500 GeV * " * 1000 GeV, 10 * tan% * 50, and setting AU ! #1 TeV, M~q ! 1:5 TeV. Moreover, the GUT relations M2 ' 2M1

and M3 ' 6M1 are assumed. The inner (red) areas correspond to points within the funnel region which satisfy the B-physics
constraints listed in Sec. III B [B"Bs ! "%"#$< 8& 10#8, 1:01<RBs! < 1:24, 0:8<RB(& < 0:9, !MBs ! 17:35+ 0:25 ps#1].

9For comparison, a detailed study of LFV transitions imposing
dark-matter constraints—within the constrained MSSM with
right-handed neutrinos—can be found in Ref. [42].

10For M&R , 1012 GeV other sources of LFV, such as the
quark-induced terms in grand unified theories cannot be ne-
glected [43]. As a result, in many realistic scenarios it is not
easy to suppress LFV entries in the slepton mass matrices below
the 10#4 level [38].
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only some examples

νsνsνs and cLFV: radiative and 3 body decays

! Radiative decays: ℓi → ℓjγℓi → ℓjγℓi → ℓjγ
“3+1” toy model

! Consider µ→ eγµ→ eγµ→ eγ MEG

W � γ

µ eνi

! For m4 " 10 GeV sizable νs contributions excluded

.. but precluded by other cLFV observables
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Figure 14: Correlation between BR(µ → e γ) and BR(τ → µ γ) as a function of mN3
, for SPS

1a. The areas displayed represent the scan over θi as given in eq. (4.3). From bottom to top, the
coloured regions correspond to θ13 = 1◦, 3◦, 5◦ and 10◦ (red, green, blue and pink, respectively).
Horizontal and vertical dashed (dotted) lines denote the experimental bounds (future sensitivities).

Given that, as previously emphasised, µ → e γ is very sensitive to θ13, whereas this is not

the case for BR(τ → µ γ), and that both BRs display the same approximate behaviour

with mN3
and tan β, we now propose to study the correlation between these two observ-

ables. This optimises the impact of a θ13 measurement, since it allows to minimise the

uncertainty introduced from not knowing tanβ and mN3
, and at the same time offers a

better illustration of the uncertainty associated with the R-matrix angles. In this case,

the correlation of the BRs with respect to mN3
means that, for a fixed set of parameters,

varying mN3
implies that the predicted point (BR(τ → µ γ), BR(µ → e γ)) moves along

a line with approximately constant slope in the BR(τ → µ γ)-BR(µ → e γ) plane. On the

other hand, varying θ13 leads to a displacement of the point along the vertical axis. In

figure 14, we illustrate this correlation for SPS 1a, and for the previously selected mN3
and

θ1,2 ranges (c.f. eq. (4.3)). We consider the following values, θ13 = 1◦, 3◦, 5◦ and 10◦, and

only include the BR predictions allowing for a favourable BAU. In addition, and as done

throughout our analysis, we have verified that all the points in this figure lead to charged

lepton EDM predictions which are compatible with present experimental bounds. More

specifically, we have obtained values for the EDMs lying in the following ranges (in units

of e.cm):

10−39 ! |de| ! 2 × 10−35 , 6 × 10−37 ! |dµ| ! 1.5 × 10−32 , 10−34 ! |dτ | ! 4 × 10−31 .

(4.4)

For a fixed value of mN3
, and for a given value of θ13, the dispersion arising from

a θ1 and θ2 variation produces a small area rather than a point in the BR(τ → µ γ)-

BR(µ → e γ) plane. The dispersion along the BR(τ → µ γ) axis is of approximately one
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Figure 12: Correlation between µ ! e� and µ ! e conversion in Ti as obtained from

a general scan over the LHT parameters. The shaded area represents the present (light)

and future (darker) experimental constraints. The solid blue line represents the dipole

contribution to R(µTi ! eTi).

from models like the MSSM in which the dipole operator, displayed by the blue line,

yields the dominant contribution to Br(µ�
! e

�
e
+
e
�) [92, 93]. It is clear from Fig. 11

that an improved upper bound on µ ! e�, which should be available from the MEG

experiment in the next years (shown by the dark grey area in Fig. 11), and in particular

its discovery will provide important information on µ
�
! e

�
e
+
e
� within the model in

question.

Next in Fig. 12 we show the µ ! e conversion rate in titanium (Ti), as a function of

Br(µ ! e�). We observe that the correlation between these two modes is much weaker

than the one between µ ! e� and µ
�

! e
�
e
+
e
�. Consequently, the ratio of these

two rates may again di↵er significantly from the prediction obtained in models where

the dipole operator is dominant. Such a distinction is however not possible for some

regions of the LHT parameter space, where the a priori dominant Z0-penguin and box

contributions cancel due to a destructive interference in R(µTi ! eTi).

In order to quantify how naturally a suppression of the µ ! e� decay rate below

the present experimental bounds can be obtained, we consider how much fine-tuning is

necessary to fulfil this bound. We would like to remind the reader that the measure

of fine-tuning �BG defined in (5.1) indicates the sensitivity of a particular observable

with respect to a small change in the model parameters. It by no means allows to make

statements for instance about the structure of the mixing matrices or the mass spectrum

of the model, but only about how rapidly an observable changes in the neighborhood of

a particular parameter configuration. No more than that the BG fine-tuning indicates

15

this experiment are included in Fig. 5. Both the !! 3"
and !! 3e modes at a super-B factory will constrain the
anarchic RS parameter space. The LHC also has sensitivity
to rare ! decays [30]; however, the projected sensitivities
are slightly weaker than the current B-factory constraints,
and have not been included. The expected sensitivities to
rare ! decays at a future linear collider are also weaker than
the limits set by the B-factories. Although the MKK !
1 TeV scales probed with !! l1 !l2l3 decays are lower
than those constrained by "" e conversion and "! 3e,
we stress that different model parameters are tested by each
set of processes.

B. Scan for the bulk Higgs field scenario

We now present the results of our scan over the bulk
Higgs parameter space. For the scan we set # # 0; we
present separately the # dependence of the most important
constraints.

We again begin by considering muon initiated processes.
The constraints from "! 3e and "" e conversion are
highly correlated, as we saw in the previous subsection.
Since the bounds from "" e conversion are stronger, we
focus on this and "! e$. We show in Fig. 6 scatter plots
of the predictions for BR$"! e$% and Bconv coming from
our scan of the RS parameter space, for the KK scales
MKK # 3, 5, 10 TeV. For "! e$ we include both the
current constraint from the Particle Data Group [24] and
the projected sensitivity of MEG [18]. The current bounds
from "! e$ are quite strong; from the MKK # 3 TeV

plot in Fig. 6, we see that only one parameter choice
satisfies the BR$"! e$% bound. This point does not sat-
isfy the "" e conversion constraint. We can estimate that
it would satisfy both bounds for MKK > 3:1 TeV. In our
scan over 1000 sets of model parameters the absolute
lowest scale allowed is thus slightly larger than 3 TeV.
Also, a large portion of the parameter set at both 5 and
10 TeV conflict with these bounds. We again find the need

FIG. 6 (color online). Scan of the "! e$ and "" e conversion predictions for MKK # 3, 5, 10 TeV and # # 0. The solid line
denotes the PDG bound on BR$"! e$%, while the dashed lines indicate the SINDRUM II limit on "" e conversion and the
projected MEG sensitivity to BR$"! e$%.

FIG. 7 (color online). Scan of the !! "$ and !! e$ pre-
dictions for MKK # 3 TeV and # # 0. The solid and dashed
lines are the current B-factory and projected super-B factory
limits, respectively.
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Given that both ‘i ! ‘j! and !a" ! "g" # gSM
" $=2 are

generated by dipole operators, it is natural to establish a
link between them. To this purpose, we recall the dominant
contribution to !a" is also provided by the chargino
exchange and can be written as
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with gc2"x; y$ defined as fc2"x; y$ in terms of
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It is then straightforward to deduce the relation
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To understand the relative size of the correlation, in the
limit of degenerate SUSY spectrum we get
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A more detailed analysis of the stringent correlation be-

tween the ‘i ! ‘j! transitions and !a" in our scenario is
illustrated in Fig. 6. Since the loop functions for the two
processes are not identical, the correlation is not exactly a
line; however, it is clear that the two observables are
closely connected. We stress that the numerical results
shown in Fig. 6 have been obtained using the exact for-
mulas reported in Ref. [41] for the supersymmetric con-
tributions to both B"‘i ! ‘j!$ and !a" (the simplified
results in the mass-insertion approximations in Eqs. (15)–
(19) have been shown only for the sake of clarity). The
inner dark-gray (red) areas are the regions where the
B-physics constraints are fulfilled. In our scenario the
B-physics constraints put a lower bound on MH and there-
fore, through the funnel-region relation, also on M1;2 (see
Figs. 3 and 4). As a result, the allowed ranges for !a" and
B"‘i ! ‘j!$ are correspondingly lowered. A complemen-
tary illustration of the interplay of B-physics observables,
dark-matter constraints, !a", and LFV rates—within our
scenario—is shown in Fig. 7.9

The normalization j'12
LLj ! 10#4 used in Figs. 6 and 7

corresponds to the central value in Eq. (14) for c& ! 1 and
M&R ! 1012 GeV. This normalization can be regarded as a
rather natural (or even pessimistic) choice.10 As can be

FIG. 6 (color online). Expectations for B""! e!$ and B"(! "!$ vs !a" ! "g" # gSM
" $=2, assuming j'12

LLj ! 10#4 and j'23
LLj !

10#2. The plots have been obtained employing the following ranges: 300 GeV * M~‘ * 600 GeV, 200 GeV * M2 * 1000 GeV,
500 GeV * " * 1000 GeV, 10 * tan% * 50, and setting AU ! #1 TeV, M~q ! 1:5 TeV. Moreover, the GUT relations M2 ' 2M1

and M3 ' 6M1 are assumed. The inner (red) areas correspond to points within the funnel region which satisfy the B-physics
constraints listed in Sec. III B [B"Bs ! "%"#$< 8& 10#8, 1:01<RBs! < 1:24, 0:8<RB(& < 0:9, !MBs ! 17:35+ 0:25 ps#1].

9For comparison, a detailed study of LFV transitions imposing
dark-matter constraints—within the constrained MSSM with
right-handed neutrinos—can be found in Ref. [42].

10For M&R , 1012 GeV other sources of LFV, such as the
quark-induced terms in grand unified theories cannot be ne-
glected [43]. As a result, in many realistic scenarios it is not
easy to suppress LFV entries in the slepton mass matrices below
the 10#4 level [38].
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Figure 4. – Schematic representation of the contribution to processes such as `i ! `j`k`k and
µ ! e conversion arising from a flavour-violating dipole operator and, conversely, to `i ! `j�
from 4-fermion operators.

by more than two orders of magnitudes, in order to provide a more stringent constraint
than the one currently given by µ ! e�. This is due to the fact that, if the dipole
operator dominates, the rates of µ ! eee and µ N ! e N are suppressed by a factor of
order ↵ with respect to µ ! e� [121], as it can be intuitively understood from Figure
4(12):
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Therefore the MEG bound on BR(µ ! e�) translates – within this scenario – to a
limit to the above observables at the 10�15 level. Conversely, a measurement of the
rates of µ ! eee and µ N ! e N much above that value would clearly signal that the
source of CLFV is not the dipole operator Qe� , rather some of the 4-fermion operators
listed in Table IV(13). This would rule out large classes of models, such as the typical
supersymmetric frameworks that we will discuss in section 5. A graphical representation
of present and forecast limits on the coe�cient of the dipole operators from µ ! e
observables is shown in Figure 5.

The above considerations are based on the rather unrealistic hypothesis that new
physics e↵ects are encoded in a single operator. Although this can be approximately true
in certain scenarios, yet the coe�cients of the operators in Table IV are in general not
independent due to radiative e↵ects. Such e↵ects – summarised by the renormalisation

(12) For full calculations of the µ ! e conversion rates in di↵erent nuclei, see [109, 122, 123].
(13) As a matter of fact, there are several new physics models where such operators arise at the
tree level, thus with much larger coe�cients than the dipoles that can only be loop induced.
Some examples will be mentioned in section 6.
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C. Target dependence of ! ! e conversion

In principle, any single-operator model can be tested
with two conversion rates, even if! ! e" is not observed.
To illustrate this point, we update the analysis of Ref. [6]
and plot in Fig. 3 the conversion rate (normalized to the
rate in aluminum) as a function of the Z of the target
nucleus, for the four classes of single-operator models
defined above. Compared to Ref. [6], the novelty here is
the inclusion of a second vector model (VðZÞ).

The results of Fig. 3 show some noteworthy features.
First, we note the quite different target dependence of the
conversion rate in the two vector models considered. This
can be understood as follows: In the case of the Vð"Þ model,
the behavior in Fig. 3 simply traces the Z dependence of

VðpÞ (the photon only couples to the protons in the nu-
cleus). On the other hand, in the case of the VðZÞ model, the
Z boson couples predominantly to the neutrons in the

nucleus and the target dependence of the ratio VðnÞ=VðpÞ #
ðA$ ZÞ=Z generates the behavior observed in Fig. 3.
Next, let us focus on the actual discriminating power of

the Z dependence. Clearly, the plot shows that the model
discriminating power tends to increase with Z. This is a
simple reflection of the fact that the whole effect is of
relativistic origin and increases in heavy nuclei. So in an
ideal world, in order to maximize the chance to discrimi-
nate among underlying models, one would like to measure
the conversion rate in a light nucleus, say aluminum or
titanium, as well as in a large-Z nucleus, like lead or gold.
This simplified view, however, has to be confronted both
with theoretical uncertainties and the actual experimental
feasibility. Concerning the uncertainties, a simple analysis
shows that the dominant uncertainty coming from the
scalar matrix elements almost entirely cancels when taking
ratios of conversion rates (even using the conservative
range y2 ½0;0:4& for the strange scalar density matrix
element). Moreover, in the large-Z tail of the plot, some
residual uncertainty arises from the input on the neutron
density profile. When polarized proton scattering data ex-
ists, the uncertainty on the ratios of conversion rates be-
comes negligible. This point is illustrated by Table I, where
we report the detailed breakdown of uncertainties in the
ratios B!!eðTiÞ=B!!eðAlÞ and B!!eðPbÞ=B!!eðAlÞ. For
other targets, the uncertainty induced by neutron densities
never exceeds 5% [6]. The conclusions of this exercise are
that
(i) The theoretical uncertainties (scalar matrix elements

and neutron densities) largely cancel when we take a
ratio.

(ii) As evident from Fig. 3, a realistic discrimination
among models requires a measure of B!!eðTiÞ=
B!!eðAlÞ at the level of 5% or better, or alternatively
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FIG. 3 (color online). Target dependence of the ! ! e con-
version rate in different single-operator dominance models. We
plot the conversion rates normalized to the rate in aluminum
(Z ¼ 13) versus the atomic number Z for the four theoretical
models described in the text: D (blue), S (red), Vð"Þ (magenta),
VðZÞ (green). The vertical lines correspond to Z ¼ 13ðAlÞ, Z ¼
22ðTiÞ, and Z ¼ 83ðPbÞ.

TABLE I. Ratios of conversion rates in titanium and lead over
aluminum, in each of the four single-operator models: scalar (S),
dipole (D), vector 1 (photon coupling to the quarks), and vector 2
(Z boson coupling to the quarks). In the scalar model, the scalar
form factor induces a negligible uncertainty in the ratios involv-
ing two targets (denoted by the subscript y). In the case of lead
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nucleus

CR(μ−N → e−N) ≡
Γ(μ−N → e−N)
Γ(μ−N → all)

10

µ− + (A, Z)→ e− + (A,Z )
Event Signature : 
a single mono-energetic 
electron of 105 MeV
Backgrounds:
(1) physics backgrounds
(2) beam-related backgrounds 
(3) cosmic rays, false tracking

Z CR limit
sulfur 16 <7 x 10-11

titanium 22 <4.3 x 10-12

copper 39 <1.6 x 10-8

gold 79 <7 x 10-13

lead 82 <4.6 x 10-11
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electron spectrometer 
(180 curved solenoids)

detectors 
(straw chamber+ 

electron calorimeter)

muon beamline 
(180 curved solenoids)

proton target 
(tungsten)

muon target 
(Aluminium)

12

•Single event sensitivity : 1.4x10-17 
•90% CL limit : < 3.2x10-17 
•x10000 from SINDRUM-II 
•Total background: 0.32 events 
•Running time: 2/3 years (2x107sec)

Proton beam, 8 GeV, 56kW  
5x1010 stopped muons/s

pion capture  
system

p
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Pions and muons 
are captured and 
transported by high 
field SC solenoids.

Pion Capture 

System

1011 /s for 50 kW proton beam power  
or 1018 muons in total

μ

The previous experiment used 1014 muons.



Science
素粒子の一つであるミューオンを世
界最高の効率で生成する装置
「MuSIC」。宇宙の始まりに何が起
こったのか、宇宙はどのような法則で
成り立っているのかを、大量のミュー
オンと最新技術を駆使して研究する

062 063

Osaka University

理学部は医学部とともに1931（昭和6）
年、大阪大学発足と同時に創設された最も
伝統ある学部です。当時、日本の産業の中
枢であった大阪の地には、模倣的な工業か
ら脱皮するには「基礎的純正理化学」の力
によらなければならない、という先見性と危
機感がありました。そうした時代と地域の要
請から大阪大学理学部が設立されたので
す。創設に際しては、政府の援助は受け
ず、設立基金や寄付金などすべて地元の
負担によって誕生に至ったとされています。
数学、物理、化学の3学科からなる理学

自然の中には不思議がいっぱいあります。その不思議に魅せ
られ、不思議を解き明かそうとする人たちが数学や物理､化
学、生物など自然科学の基礎となる自然法則を見つけ出して
きました。その自然法則を基本としながら、新たな不思議の扉
を開いていくのが理学部の目指すところです。
科学技術の進歩によって、人類の生活は豊かになってきまし

た。インターネットの普及によって情報の国境が消え、生命科
学の進展によって、これまで不治といわれた病気が治療できる
ようにもなってきました。このようなハイテク、バイオ、情報社
会を支えているのは直接的には技術ですが、その技術は理学
部領域の研究成果である基礎科学の力がなければ成り立たな
いものなのです。
具体的な例を挙げましょう。火星上の探査機に指令を正確に

理学部の歩みと概要

◉世界的で独創性豊かな
　研究者集団

自然の法則から
新たな不思議の扉を開く

●数学科 ●物理学科
●化学科 ●生物科学科

未
知
の
法
則
に

迫
る

理学部

部は当時、世界的に著名な物理学者だっ
た初代総長、長岡半太郎博士の創設の理
念によって発展の基礎が築かれました。権
威にとらわれない実力第一主義の教員選
考は今も受け継がれ、出身大学も多様なこ
とから、学閥意識のない自由で活力ある雰
囲気を作り出す基になっています。
理学部はノーベル賞受賞者の湯川秀樹

博士、「八木アンテナ」の発明で有名な八
木秀次博士ら多くの優れた研究者の手に
よって広い視野での基礎科学の発展に貢
献してきましたが、1949年に生物学科、
59年に高分子学科、91年には宇宙・地球
科学科が新設されました。その後、大学院
重点化への動きから理学研究科の専攻が
整理統合され、大学院の入学定員が大幅

送ることができる技術は150年以上も前に天才数学者、ガロ
アが考え出した理論（有限体）が応用されています。情報社会
を支える各種素子の開発には、アインシュタインの光量子仮説
やプランクのエネルギー量子論が大きく貢献しています。さら
には、遺伝子治療やゲノム創薬はワトソンとクリックのDNAの
構造解明がなければ、できなかったことです。
しかし、ガロアやアインシュタイン、ワトソンとクリックらは彼
らの研究成果が21世紀の科学技術をこれほどまでに発展させ
る原動力になると、当時は想像したでしょうか。いわんや、
ニュートンやメンデルら現代科学の基礎を築いた人たちは考
え及ばなかったでしょう。
現在の社会はこれまでの基礎科学の成果の上にのって発展

してきた先端の技術に目を奪われがちです。基礎となる理論
はすでにすべて解明されていると思われている人も多いので
はないでしょうか。
しかし、自然はそれほど簡単ではありません。細胞１つとって
みても、そのメカニズムのほんの一部がわかっているに過ぎま
せん。数学の分野でも解決されていない定理があり、素粒子論
も課題が山ほどあります。宇宙の成り立ちも未知の部分が限り
なくあります。理学部が挑まなければならない分野はまだまだ
無限にあるのです。
そして、これまでの成果をもとに新たな自然科学の法則を見

つけ出すことによって、地球環境問題の解決につながるなど人類
の未来に貢献することができるのではないかと考えています。

に増加。その際、理学部の学科も現在の4
学科になりました。96年度からの新体制は
国際的にも誇れる高度で、真に独創性豊か
な理学研究者集団として、世界的にも独自
な個性を持つ教育研究を目指すものです。
理学部関連の附属施設としては、構造

熱科学研究センター、原子核実験施設が
あり、国際的に高く評価される特色ある研
究活動を行っています。このほか産業科学
研究所、蛋白質研究所、核物理研究セン
ターなど学内の研究所等で、その設立に理
学部が重要な役割を果たしたものも少なく
ありません。そうした研究所やセンターに属
する多くの教員は理学部と密接な協力関
係を保っています。

◉
理
学
部

Science

12年1月2日月曜日

MuSIC at RCNP, 

Osaka University (2011 - )

15

04/08/2011

The current situation

Proton beam line
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Science
素粒子の一つであるミューオンを世
界最高の効率で生成する装置
「MuSIC」。宇宙の始まりに何が起
こったのか、宇宙はどのような法則で
成り立っているのかを、大量のミュー
オンと最新技術を駆使して研究する

062 063

Osaka University

理学部は医学部とともに1931（昭和6）
年、大阪大学発足と同時に創設された最も
伝統ある学部です。当時、日本の産業の中
枢であった大阪の地には、模倣的な工業か
ら脱皮するには「基礎的純正理化学」の力
によらなければならない、という先見性と危
機感がありました。そうした時代と地域の要
請から大阪大学理学部が設立されたので
す。創設に際しては、政府の援助は受け
ず、設立基金や寄付金などすべて地元の
負担によって誕生に至ったとされています。
数学、物理、化学の3学科からなる理学

自然の中には不思議がいっぱいあります。その不思議に魅せ
られ、不思議を解き明かそうとする人たちが数学や物理､化
学、生物など自然科学の基礎となる自然法則を見つけ出して
きました。その自然法則を基本としながら、新たな不思議の扉
を開いていくのが理学部の目指すところです。
科学技術の進歩によって、人類の生活は豊かになってきまし

た。インターネットの普及によって情報の国境が消え、生命科
学の進展によって、これまで不治といわれた病気が治療できる
ようにもなってきました。このようなハイテク、バイオ、情報社
会を支えているのは直接的には技術ですが、その技術は理学
部領域の研究成果である基礎科学の力がなければ成り立たな
いものなのです。
具体的な例を挙げましょう。火星上の探査機に指令を正確に

理学部の歩みと概要

◉世界的で独創性豊かな
　研究者集団

自然の法則から
新たな不思議の扉を開く

●数学科 ●物理学科
●化学科 ●生物科学科

未
知
の
法
則
に

迫
る

理学部

部は当時、世界的に著名な物理学者だっ
た初代総長、長岡半太郎博士の創設の理
念によって発展の基礎が築かれました。権
威にとらわれない実力第一主義の教員選
考は今も受け継がれ、出身大学も多様なこ
とから、学閥意識のない自由で活力ある雰
囲気を作り出す基になっています。
理学部はノーベル賞受賞者の湯川秀樹

博士、「八木アンテナ」の発明で有名な八
木秀次博士ら多くの優れた研究者の手に
よって広い視野での基礎科学の発展に貢
献してきましたが、1949年に生物学科、
59年に高分子学科、91年には宇宙・地球
科学科が新設されました。その後、大学院
重点化への動きから理学研究科の専攻が
整理統合され、大学院の入学定員が大幅

送ることができる技術は150年以上も前に天才数学者、ガロ
アが考え出した理論（有限体）が応用されています。情報社会
を支える各種素子の開発には、アインシュタインの光量子仮説
やプランクのエネルギー量子論が大きく貢献しています。さら
には、遺伝子治療やゲノム創薬はワトソンとクリックのDNAの
構造解明がなければ、できなかったことです。
しかし、ガロアやアインシュタイン、ワトソンとクリックらは彼
らの研究成果が21世紀の科学技術をこれほどまでに発展させ
る原動力になると、当時は想像したでしょうか。いわんや、
ニュートンやメンデルら現代科学の基礎を築いた人たちは考
え及ばなかったでしょう。
現在の社会はこれまでの基礎科学の成果の上にのって発展

してきた先端の技術に目を奪われがちです。基礎となる理論
はすでにすべて解明されていると思われている人も多いので
はないでしょうか。
しかし、自然はそれほど簡単ではありません。細胞１つとって
みても、そのメカニズムのほんの一部がわかっているに過ぎま
せん。数学の分野でも解決されていない定理があり、素粒子論
も課題が山ほどあります。宇宙の成り立ちも未知の部分が限り
なくあります。理学部が挑まなければならない分野はまだまだ
無限にあるのです。
そして、これまでの成果をもとに新たな自然科学の法則を見

つけ出すことによって、地球環境問題の解決につながるなど人類
の未来に貢献することができるのではないかと考えています。

に増加。その際、理学部の学科も現在の4
学科になりました。96年度からの新体制は
国際的にも誇れる高度で、真に独創性豊か
な理学研究者集団として、世界的にも独自
な個性を持つ教育研究を目指すものです。
理学部関連の附属施設としては、構造

熱科学研究センター、原子核実験施設が
あり、国際的に高く評価される特色ある研
究活動を行っています。このほか産業科学
研究所、蛋白質研究所、核物理研究セン
ターなど学内の研究所等で、その設立に理
学部が重要な役割を果たしたものも少なく
ありません。そうした研究所やセンターに属
する多くの教員は理学部と密接な協力関
係を保っています。
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(COMET) experiment

Proton Beam for COMET

• Background rate needs to be low in order 
to achieve sensitivity of <10-16.

• Extinction is very important.  

– Without sufficient extinction, all 
processes in prompt background 
category could become a problem.
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Figure 4.1: The COMET bunch structure in the RCS and MR where four buckets are filled producing
100 ns proton bunches separated by at least 1.17 µs.

place unachievable demands on the extinction system. Innovative methods have been proposed
to remove the stray protons at the stage of injection between the RCS and MR and these will
be studied extensively as part of the accelerator development programme for COMET. The
RCS will accept 400 MeV protons from the LINAC and accelerate them to 3 GeV. Four sets of
acceleration are performed in the RCS with two bunches (harmonic number two) for each MR
acceleration cycle.

4.3. Main Ring Operation

Beam injection from the RCS into the MR using kicker magnets is a critical aspect for COMET
and, due to the inter-bunch extinction requirements, will proceed di�erently from standard
operations. Two injection methods are presently being pursued: “Double Injection Kicking”
and “Single Bunch Kicking”. In Double Injection Kicking, the standard kick administered
when the beam reaches the end of the transfer line is augmented by a second kick (delayed
by half a phase) after the two bunches have made one turn in the MR. A preliminary test of
this was performed in 2010 and was found to improve the inter-bunch extinction significantly.
The Single Bunch Kicking is a simpler method and is realised by shifting the injection kicker
excitation timing by 600 ns such that particles remaining in empty buckets are not injected into
the MR (Figure 4.2). A preliminary test in 2012 also showed this to be e�ective at improving
the extinction significantly and the extinction level could be maintained through acceleration
and extraction if the RF acceleration voltage was raised above its nominal value.

4.4. Beam emittance and collimation

In normal operation the beam emittance is limited to be less than 54 fi mm mrad in the MR by
collimators in the injection line between the RCS and MR. The acceptance of the slow extraction
line between the MR and NP Hall is limited to 25 fi mm mrad which can be achieved for the
30 GeV beams under normal operation. However, adiabatic damping is reduced at the lower
COMET beam energy so an additional collimation system will need to be developed so that

21
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when the beam reaches the end of the transfer line is augmented by a second kick (delayed
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this was performed in 2010 and was found to improve the inter-bunch extinction significantly.
The Single Bunch Kicking is a simpler method and is realised by shifting the injection kicker
excitation timing by 600 ns such that particles remaining in empty buckets are not injected into
the MR (Figure 4.2). A preliminary test in 2012 also showed this to be e�ective at improving
the extinction significantly and the extinction level could be maintained through acceleration
and extraction if the RF acceleration voltage was raised above its nominal value.

4.4. Beam emittance and collimation

In normal operation the beam emittance is limited to be less than 54 fi mm mrad in the MR by
collimators in the injection line between the RCS and MR. The acceptance of the slow extraction
line between the MR and NP Hall is limited to 25 fi mm mrad which can be achieved for the
30 GeV beams under normal operation. However, adiabatic damping is reduced at the lower
COMET beam energy so an additional collimation system will need to be developed so that
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operations. Two injection methods are presently being pursued: “Double Injection Kicking”
and “Single Bunch Kicking”. In Double Injection Kicking, the standard kick administered
when the beam reaches the end of the transfer line is augmented by a second kick (delayed
by half a phase) after the two bunches have made one turn in the MR. A preliminary test of
this was performed in 2010 and was found to improve the inter-bunch extinction significantly.
The Single Bunch Kicking is a simpler method and is realised by shifting the injection kicker
excitation timing by 600 ns such that particles remaining in empty buckets are not injected into
the MR (Figure 4.2). A preliminary test in 2012 also showed this to be e�ective at improving
the extinction significantly and the extinction level could be maintained through acceleration
and extraction if the RF acceleration voltage was raised above its nominal value.

4.4. Beam emittance and collimation

In normal operation the beam emittance is limited to be less than 54 fi mm mrad in the MR by
collimators in the injection line between the RCS and MR. The acceptance of the slow extraction
line between the MR and NP Hall is limited to 25 fi mm mrad which can be achieved for the
30 GeV beams under normal operation. However, adiabatic damping is reduced at the lower
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Beam injection from the RCS into the MR using kicker magnets is a critical aspect for COMET
and, due to the inter-bunch extinction requirements, will proceed di�erently from standard
operations. Two injection methods are presently being pursued: “Double Injection Kicking”
and “Single Bunch Kicking”. In Double Injection Kicking, the standard kick administered
when the beam reaches the end of the transfer line is augmented by a second kick (delayed
by half a phase) after the two bunches have made one turn in the MR. A preliminary test of
this was performed in 2010 and was found to improve the inter-bunch extinction significantly.
The Single Bunch Kicking is a simpler method and is realised by shifting the injection kicker
excitation timing by 600 ns such that particles remaining in empty buckets are not injected into
the MR (Figure 4.2). A preliminary test in 2012 also showed this to be e�ective at improving
the extinction significantly and the extinction level could be maintained through acceleration
and extraction if the RF acceleration voltage was raised above its nominal value.

4.4. Beam emittance and collimation

In normal operation the beam emittance is limited to be less than 54 fi mm mrad in the MR by
collimators in the injection line between the RCS and MR. The acceptance of the slow extraction
line between the MR and NP Hall is limited to 25 fi mm mrad which can be achieved for the
30 GeV beams under normal operation. However, adiabatic damping is reduced at the lower
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RCS will accept 400 MeV protons from the LINAC and accelerate them to 3 GeV. Four sets of
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acceleration cycle.

4.3. Main Ring Operation

Beam injection from the RCS into the MR using kicker magnets is a critical aspect for COMET
and, due to the inter-bunch extinction requirements, will proceed di�erently from standard
operations. Two injection methods are presently being pursued: “Double Injection Kicking”
and “Single Bunch Kicking”. In Double Injection Kicking, the standard kick administered
when the beam reaches the end of the transfer line is augmented by a second kick (delayed
by half a phase) after the two bunches have made one turn in the MR. A preliminary test of
this was performed in 2010 and was found to improve the inter-bunch extinction significantly.
The Single Bunch Kicking is a simpler method and is realised by shifting the injection kicker
excitation timing by 600 ns such that particles remaining in empty buckets are not injected into
the MR (Figure 4.2). A preliminary test in 2012 also showed this to be e�ective at improving
the extinction significantly and the extinction level could be maintained through acceleration
and extraction if the RF acceleration voltage was raised above its nominal value.

4.4. Beam emittance and collimation

In normal operation the beam emittance is limited to be less than 54 fi mm mrad in the MR by
collimators in the injection line between the RCS and MR. The acceptance of the slow extraction
line between the MR and NP Hall is limited to 25 fi mm mrad which can be achieved for the
30 GeV beams under normal operation. However, adiabatic damping is reduced at the lower
COMET beam energy so an additional collimation system will need to be developed so that
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8.3. Muon Beam Transport

Muons and pions are transported to the muon-stopping target through the muon beam trans-
port, which consists of curved and straight superconducting solenoid magnets. The require-
ments for the muon transport section are

• the muon transport should be long enough for pions to decay to muons,

• the muon transport should have a high transport e�ciency for muons with a momentum
of ≥ 40 MeV/c, and

• the muon transport should select muons with low momentum and eliminate muons of
high momentum (pµ > 75 MeV/c) to avoid backgrounds from muon decays in flight.

The justification for the first of these criteria should be obvious. For muons to stop and be
captured in the stopping target their momentum must not be too high, but it must be high
enough that they make it to the target. This defines an optimal momentum to be around
40 MeV/c. Muons with higher momentum are less likely to be stopped, as well as giving rise
to another background. Decays in flight of these muons produce electrons that are boosted in
the lab frame, resulting in an electron background in the signal region near 105 MeV. Positive
muons (which cannot be captured) are another potential source of background. In conjunction
with momentum selection, a curved solenoid transport helps eliminate all these as described
below.
The selection of an electric charge and momenta of beam particles can be performed by using
curved (toroidal) solenoids, which makes the beam dispersive. A charged particle in a solenoidal
field will follow a helical trajectory. In a curved solenoid, the central axis of this trajectory drifts
in the direction perpendicular to the plane of curvature. The magnitude of this drift, D, is
given by

D = 1
qB
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where q is the electric charge of the particle (with its sign), B is the magnetic field at the axis,
and s and R are the path length and the radius of curvature of the curved solenoid, respectively.
Here, s/R (= ◊bend) is the total bending angle of the solenoid, hence D is proportional to ◊bend.
pL and pT are longitudinal and transverse momenta so ◊ is the pitch angle of the helical
trajectory. Because of the dependence on q, charged particles with opposite signs move in
opposite directions. This can be used for charge and momentum selection if a suitable collimator
is placed after the curved solenoid.
To keep the centre of the helical trajectories of muons with a reference momentum p0 in the
bending plane, a compensating dipole field parallel to the drift direction can be applied. If a
compensating dipole field given by

Bcomp = 1
qR
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is applied, the trajectories of negatively charged particles with momentum p0 and pitch angle
◊0 will be corrected to be on-axis.
The COMET Phase-I beamline uses one curved solenoid with a bending angle of 90¶. To keep
the centre of trajectory of the low energy muons, a compensating dipole field of about 0.05 T
will be used.
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8.3. Muon Beam Transport

Muons and pions are transported to the muon-stopping target through the muon beam trans-
port, which consists of curved and straight superconducting solenoid magnets. The require-
ments for the muon transport section are

• the muon transport should be long enough for pions to decay to muons,

• the muon transport should have a high transport e�ciency for muons with a momentum
of ≥ 40 MeV/c, and

• the muon transport should select muons with low momentum and eliminate muons of
high momentum (pµ > 75 MeV/c) to avoid backgrounds from muon decays in flight.

The justification for the first of these criteria should be obvious. For muons to stop and be
captured in the stopping target their momentum must not be too high, but it must be high
enough that they make it to the target. This defines an optimal momentum to be around
40 MeV/c. Muons with higher momentum are less likely to be stopped, as well as giving rise
to another background. Decays in flight of these muons produce electrons that are boosted in
the lab frame, resulting in an electron background in the signal region near 105 MeV. Positive
muons (which cannot be captured) are another potential source of background. In conjunction
with momentum selection, a curved solenoid transport helps eliminate all these as described
below.
The selection of an electric charge and momenta of beam particles can be performed by using
curved (toroidal) solenoids, which makes the beam dispersive. A charged particle in a solenoidal
field will follow a helical trajectory. In a curved solenoid, the central axis of this trajectory drifts
in the direction perpendicular to the plane of curvature. The magnitude of this drift, D, is
given by

D = 1
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where q is the electric charge of the particle (with its sign), B is the magnetic field at the axis,
and s and R are the path length and the radius of curvature of the curved solenoid, respectively.
Here, s/R (= ◊bend) is the total bending angle of the solenoid, hence D is proportional to ◊bend.
pL and pT are longitudinal and transverse momenta so ◊ is the pitch angle of the helical
trajectory. Because of the dependence on q, charged particles with opposite signs move in
opposite directions. This can be used for charge and momentum selection if a suitable collimator
is placed after the curved solenoid.
To keep the centre of the helical trajectories of muons with a reference momentum p0 in the
bending plane, a compensating dipole field parallel to the drift direction can be applied. If a
compensating dipole field given by

Bcomp = 1
qR
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3
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4
, (8.6)

is applied, the trajectories of negatively charged particles with momentum p0 and pitch angle
◊0 will be corrected to be on-axis.
The COMET Phase-I beamline uses one curved solenoid with a bending angle of 90¶. To keep
the centre of trajectory of the low energy muons, a compensating dipole field of about 0.05 T
will be used.
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8.3. Muon Beam Transport

Muons and pions are transported to the muon-stopping target through the muon beam trans-
port, which consists of curved and straight superconducting solenoid magnets. The require-
ments for the muon transport section are

• the muon transport should be long enough for pions to decay to muons,

• the muon transport should have a high transport e�ciency for muons with a momentum
of ≥ 40 MeV/c, and

• the muon transport should select muons with low momentum and eliminate muons of
high momentum (pµ > 75 MeV/c) to avoid backgrounds from muon decays in flight.

The justification for the first of these criteria should be obvious. For muons to stop and be
captured in the stopping target their momentum must not be too high, but it must be high
enough that they make it to the target. This defines an optimal momentum to be around
40 MeV/c. Muons with higher momentum are less likely to be stopped, as well as giving rise
to another background. Decays in flight of these muons produce electrons that are boosted in
the lab frame, resulting in an electron background in the signal region near 105 MeV. Positive
muons (which cannot be captured) are another potential source of background. In conjunction
with momentum selection, a curved solenoid transport helps eliminate all these as described
below.
The selection of an electric charge and momenta of beam particles can be performed by using
curved (toroidal) solenoids, which makes the beam dispersive. A charged particle in a solenoidal
field will follow a helical trajectory. In a curved solenoid, the central axis of this trajectory drifts
in the direction perpendicular to the plane of curvature. The magnitude of this drift, D, is
given by
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where q is the electric charge of the particle (with its sign), B is the magnetic field at the axis,
and s and R are the path length and the radius of curvature of the curved solenoid, respectively.
Here, s/R (= ◊bend) is the total bending angle of the solenoid, hence D is proportional to ◊bend.
pL and pT are longitudinal and transverse momenta so ◊ is the pitch angle of the helical
trajectory. Because of the dependence on q, charged particles with opposite signs move in
opposite directions. This can be used for charge and momentum selection if a suitable collimator
is placed after the curved solenoid.
To keep the centre of the helical trajectories of muons with a reference momentum p0 in the
bending plane, a compensating dipole field parallel to the drift direction can be applied. If a
compensating dipole field given by

Bcomp = 1
qR
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is applied, the trajectories of negatively charged particles with momentum p0 and pitch angle
◊0 will be corrected to be on-axis.
The COMET Phase-I beamline uses one curved solenoid with a bending angle of 90¶. To keep
the centre of trajectory of the low energy muons, a compensating dipole field of about 0.05 T
will be used.
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8.3. Muon Beam Transport

Muons and pions are transported to the muon-stopping target through the muon beam trans-
port, which consists of curved and straight superconducting solenoid magnets. The require-
ments for the muon transport section are

• the muon transport should be long enough for pions to decay to muons,

• the muon transport should have a high transport e�ciency for muons with a momentum
of ≥ 40 MeV/c, and

• the muon transport should select muons with low momentum and eliminate muons of
high momentum (pµ > 75 MeV/c) to avoid backgrounds from muon decays in flight.

The justification for the first of these criteria should be obvious. For muons to stop and be
captured in the stopping target their momentum must not be too high, but it must be high
enough that they make it to the target. This defines an optimal momentum to be around
40 MeV/c. Muons with higher momentum are less likely to be stopped, as well as giving rise
to another background. Decays in flight of these muons produce electrons that are boosted in
the lab frame, resulting in an electron background in the signal region near 105 MeV. Positive
muons (which cannot be captured) are another potential source of background. In conjunction
with momentum selection, a curved solenoid transport helps eliminate all these as described
below.
The selection of an electric charge and momenta of beam particles can be performed by using
curved (toroidal) solenoids, which makes the beam dispersive. A charged particle in a solenoidal
field will follow a helical trajectory. In a curved solenoid, the central axis of this trajectory drifts
in the direction perpendicular to the plane of curvature. The magnitude of this drift, D, is
given by
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where q is the electric charge of the particle (with its sign), B is the magnetic field at the axis,
and s and R are the path length and the radius of curvature of the curved solenoid, respectively.
Here, s/R (= ◊bend) is the total bending angle of the solenoid, hence D is proportional to ◊bend.
pL and pT are longitudinal and transverse momenta so ◊ is the pitch angle of the helical
trajectory. Because of the dependence on q, charged particles with opposite signs move in
opposite directions. This can be used for charge and momentum selection if a suitable collimator
is placed after the curved solenoid.
To keep the centre of the helical trajectories of muons with a reference momentum p0 in the
bending plane, a compensating dipole field parallel to the drift direction can be applied. If a
compensating dipole field given by

Bcomp = 1
qR
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is applied, the trajectories of negatively charged particles with momentum p0 and pitch angle
◊0 will be corrected to be on-axis.
The COMET Phase-I beamline uses one curved solenoid with a bending angle of 90¶. To keep
the centre of trajectory of the low energy muons, a compensating dipole field of about 0.05 T
will be used.
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8.3. Muon Beam Transport

Muons and pions are transported to the muon-stopping target through the muon beam trans-
port, which consists of curved and straight superconducting solenoid magnets. The require-
ments for the muon transport section are

• the muon transport should be long enough for pions to decay to muons,

• the muon transport should have a high transport e�ciency for muons with a momentum
of ≥ 40 MeV/c, and

• the muon transport should select muons with low momentum and eliminate muons of
high momentum (pµ > 75 MeV/c) to avoid backgrounds from muon decays in flight.

The justification for the first of these criteria should be obvious. For muons to stop and be
captured in the stopping target their momentum must not be too high, but it must be high
enough that they make it to the target. This defines an optimal momentum to be around
40 MeV/c. Muons with higher momentum are less likely to be stopped, as well as giving rise
to another background. Decays in flight of these muons produce electrons that are boosted in
the lab frame, resulting in an electron background in the signal region near 105 MeV. Positive
muons (which cannot be captured) are another potential source of background. In conjunction
with momentum selection, a curved solenoid transport helps eliminate all these as described
below.
The selection of an electric charge and momenta of beam particles can be performed by using
curved (toroidal) solenoids, which makes the beam dispersive. A charged particle in a solenoidal
field will follow a helical trajectory. In a curved solenoid, the central axis of this trajectory drifts
in the direction perpendicular to the plane of curvature. The magnitude of this drift, D, is
given by
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where q is the electric charge of the particle (with its sign), B is the magnetic field at the axis,
and s and R are the path length and the radius of curvature of the curved solenoid, respectively.
Here, s/R (= ◊bend) is the total bending angle of the solenoid, hence D is proportional to ◊bend.
pL and pT are longitudinal and transverse momenta so ◊ is the pitch angle of the helical
trajectory. Because of the dependence on q, charged particles with opposite signs move in
opposite directions. This can be used for charge and momentum selection if a suitable collimator
is placed after the curved solenoid.
To keep the centre of the helical trajectories of muons with a reference momentum p0 in the
bending plane, a compensating dipole field parallel to the drift direction can be applied. If a
compensating dipole field given by

Bcomp = 1
qR
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is applied, the trajectories of negatively charged particles with momentum p0 and pitch angle
◊0 will be corrected to be on-axis.
The COMET Phase-I beamline uses one curved solenoid with a bending angle of 90¶. To keep
the centre of trajectory of the low energy muons, a compensating dipole field of about 0.05 T
will be used.
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105 MeV/c signal electrons
Figure 1: Beam blocker and DIO blocker.

Figure 2: Signal and DIO electron trajectories (yz projection in the cut view) through

the electron spectrometer in left and right respectively. They move from left to right.

We have made our ICEDUST simulation, where the muons were generated uniformly
in the muon stopping target. We generated the signal electrons and the DIO electrons
in order to see the signal acceptance and DIO rejection. The DIO electrons were gener-
ated to follow the momentum distribution calculated by A. Czarnecki et al. [6]. In these
simulation data, the beam blocker and DIO blockers were taken out of the ICEDUST
geometry, and we cut the tracks in the software analysis to simulate the blockers. This
allows e�cient optimization of the blockers in the analysis stage, without repeating dif-
ferent simulations. The dipole magnetic field was set to be -0.18T.1 Figure 3 shows the
xy distributions of the signal electrons (left) and the DIO electrons (right) at the first
plane of the straw chambers in the case of no blockers. Figure 2 shows the trajectories of
DIO electrons through the electron spectrometer, where it is seen that the major part of

1The strengh of the dipole magnetic field at the electron spectrometer can be optimized later.
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Figure 3: (xy distributions at the first plane of the straw trackers of the signal electrons

in left and the DIO electrons in right respectively for the case of no (software) blockers.

Figure 4: xy distributions at the first plane of the straw trackers of the signal electrons

in left and the DIO electrons in right respectively for the case of (software) blockers

DIO electrons shifts down by about 500 mm while going downstream at the end of the
electron spectrometer. Most of them are 50 MeV/c DIO electrons. It is noted that the
maximum diameters of the helical tracks of 105 MeV/c and 50 MeV/c are 700mm and
340mm respectively. Therefore, the separation of 500mm does reasonably good discrim-
ination but not perfect. As our preliminary trial, one DIO blocker of a cylindrical shape
of 300 mm long, 300 mm in radius, was placed at the end of the electron spectrometer.
No beam blocker was included. From this, we have obtained the geometrical acceptance
of the signal electron of 0.52, whereas the DIO rejection of 6 ⇥ 10�4 is achieved. This
results in

Aµ!e = 0.057⇥
0.52

0.22
= 0.135. (1)
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We have made our ICEDUST simulation, where the muons were generated uniformly
in the muon stopping target. We generated the signal electrons and the DIO electrons
in order to see the signal acceptance and DIO rejection. The DIO electrons were gener-
ated to follow the momentum distribution calculated by A. Czarnecki et al. [6]. In these
simulation data, the beam blocker and DIO blockers were taken out of the ICEDUST
geometry, and we cut the tracks in the software analysis to simulate the blockers. This
allows e�cient optimization of the blockers in the analysis stage, without repeating dif-
ferent simulations. The dipole magnetic field was set to be -0.18T.1 Figure 3 shows the
xy distributions of the signal electrons (left) and the DIO electrons (right) at the first
plane of the straw chambers in the case of no blockers. Figure 2 shows the trajectories of
DIO electrons through the electron spectrometer, where it is seen that the major part of

1The strengh of the dipole magnetic field at the electron spectrometer can be optimized later.
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Bdipole=-0.22T
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(2016 - )

23
detector

muon beamline

proton target

muon target

Proton beam, 8 GeV, 3.2kW 
2x109 stopped muons/s

•Single event sensitivity : 2x10-15 

•90% CL limit : < 5x10-15 
•x100 from SINDRUM-II 
•Total background: 0.32 events 
•Running time: 0.4 years (1.2x107sec)

only the first 90 degree 
curved solenoid + detector 
solenoid
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55

  

Plan View of B1F

stairs from
installation yard

• COMET experimental hall building, completed in 2015
• Cryogenic system, completed in 2021
• New proton C line, completed in 2022
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COMET Phase-I Superconducting

Solenoid System

16

Pion Capture Solenoid

Muon Transport Solenoid
• PCS completed and 

commissioning will 
be made n 2025.

• MTS excitation 
complete in 2023.

• DS assembly will be 
complete in 2024.

Detector Solenoid
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• Construct the first 90 degree of the muon transport solenoid
• Perform the μ-e conversion search with a sensitivity of 10

-15
 using CyDet

• Measure the beam directly using StrECAL as a Phase-II prototype detector

CyDet

Cylindrical Drift Chamber

Trigger Hodoscope

Muon Stopping Target

CyDet

StrECALone detector at a time
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Y. Fujii @ CLFV2016

COMET Phase-I

10

StrECAL

Straw Tube Tracker

ECAL

• Construct the first 90 degree of the muon transport solenoid
• Perform the μ-e conversion search with a sensitivity of 10

-15
 using CyDet

• Measure the beam directly using StrECAL as a Phase-II prototype detector

CyDet

Cylindrical Drift Chamber

Trigger Hodoscope

Muon Stopping Target

CyDet

StrECAL

an apparatus to 
search for µ-e 
conversion at 

Phase-I

an apparatus to 
measure a muon 
beam at Phase-I  

and a prototype for 
Phase-II

one detector at a time
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Data taking stared in full setup
16

• We have taken 10M events of cosmic-ray data, 
in the standard setup as the first step.


• Considering the next step in parallel with 
analysis progress.

Standard setup: 
   RECBE Suppressed/Raw mode 
   CDC HV = 1800 V 
   Threshold = 3500 mV <- a little high 
   Trigger rate ~ 33 Hz
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CDC constructed at 
Osaka University. 
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IHEP, China.

CyDet
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Beam commissioning: 0.26 kW beam power
Proton bunch time structure was the same as 
COMET Phase-I.

Kou Oishi / Imperial College LondonCOMET Phase-α  / 3rd Jul. 2023

Phase-α Beamline
The beamline without the Pion Capture Solenoid & Field 
✦ The this Pion Production Target contained in a vacuum pipe. 
✦ Muon Transport Solenoid to be used in Phase-I&-II, too. 
✦ Beam-masking system with two moving collimator slits before the Transport Solenoid.

3

Pion Production Target

To beam dump

Transfer solenoid magnet

Turn chamber

Pion Production Target

1mm thick graphite target beam scanning slit
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Beam commissioning: 0.26 kW beam power
Proton bunch time structure was the same as 
COMET Phase-I.
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Phase-α Beamline
The beamline without the Pion Capture Solenoid & Field 
✦ The this Pion Production Target contained in a vacuum pipe. 
✦ Muon Transport Solenoid to be used in Phase-I&-II, too. 
✦ Beam-masking system with two moving collimator slits before the Transport Solenoid.

3

Pion Production Target

To beam dump

Transfer solenoid magnet

Turn chamber

Pion Production Target

1mm thick graphite target beam scanning slit
  

Beam Profile at Target

Target Monitor
(CTM)

Sweeping bending magnet (H33 / V35) and
measuring CTM counts, profile at the target
was measured.

Horizontal
σ(tgt)=2.14mm

Vertical
σ(tgt)=3.88mm

proton beam size 
at proton target
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Kou Oishi / Imperial College LondonCOMET CM39 / 27th  Mar. 2023 11

Assembled Detectors

Transport Solenoid Exit

Muon Beam Monitor

Straw Tube Tracker

Range Counter

Me (K. Oishi)

Muon range distribution 
Beam time distribution 
Beam intensity distribution 
Beam xy distribution
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COMET Phase α

18

• A demonstration of the muon 
beamline with the transport 
solenoid but without the capture 
solenoid, so-called “Phase-alpha”, 
was carried out from February to 
March in 2023.
• A low beam-intensity (0.26 

kW) run to study the muon 
beam, with 1 mm thick 
graphite target.

• For the first time, the proton 
beam arrived at the COMET 
experimental hall, and muons 
were observed!

Observation of the first muon  
beam on February 11th, 2023
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COMET Phase α

18

• A demonstration of the muon 
beamline with the transport 
solenoid but without the capture 
solenoid, so-called “Phase-alpha”, 
was carried out from February to 
March in 2023.
• A low beam-intensity (0.26 

kW) run to study the muon 
beam, with 1 mm thick 
graphite target.

• For the first time, the proton 
beam arrived at the COMET 
experimental hall, and muons 
were observed!

Observation of the first muon  
beam on February 11th, 2023

Upcoming schedule:

The engineering run is expected 
to start with a reduced beam 
intensity in late 2026 (or 2027), 
and gradually ramping up to its 
designed intensity thereafter.
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μ− + Ti → e+ + Ca(gs) ≤ 1.7 × 10−12
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Current limitsLepton number violation 
(LNV) and CLFV 
Sensitive to short ranged 
TeV LNV Physics

Event Signature : 
a single mono-energetic positron 
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a𝝁− → 𝒆−𝑿 in a muonic atom

Advantages over free muon decay

1. less background

2. more information : “spectrum”, “dependence on nucleus”, …

Disadvantages

 non-monochromatic signal  shorter life time of muonic atom

𝐸𝑒 [MeV]

• different peak positions of signal & BG

: 𝜇+ → 𝑒+𝑋 (free)

: 𝜇− → 𝑒−𝜈𝑒𝜈𝜇 (𝜇-gold)

electron spectra (normalized by rate)

𝑚𝜇/2

: 𝜇− → 𝑒−𝑋 (𝜇-gold)

cf. X. G. i Tormo et al., PRD 84, 113010 (2011).
& H. Natori, Talk at 73th JPS meeting (2018).

( 𝑚𝑋 = 0 )

: 𝜇+ → 𝑒+𝜈𝑒𝜈𝜇 (free)

5/15

3. huge # of muonic atoms in coming experiments (COMET, Mu2e, DeeMe)

signals in red, 
normal muon 
decays in black 
bound µ- decay 
in solid lines 
and free µ+ 
decays in 
dashed lines

𝒆− spectrum (𝒎𝑿 = 𝟎)

𝐸𝑒 [MeV]

[1
/M

eV
]

BG

197Au

Yukawa
Derivative
Dipole

1
Γ
𝑑Γ
𝑑𝐸𝑒

𝐸𝑒 [MeV]

[1
/M

eV
]

BG

Yukawa
Derivative
Dipole

27Al

 Spectrum does not strongly depend on properties of 𝑋.

12/15

 The sharper peak is obtained for the lighter nucleus.Y. Uesaka, Phys. Rev. D102, 095007 (2020)
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 The sharper peak is obtained for the lighter nucleus.Y. Uesaka, Phys. Rev. D102, 095007 (2020)T. Xing, C. Wu, H. Miao, H.B. Li, W. Li, Y. Yuan, 
Y. Zhang, Chine. Physics C, 47 (2023) 013108

μ → ea
 is a light, invisible, neutral particle 

with LFV coupling to leptons. 
a

Advantage 
sensitive to even   
different muon targets 

Disadvantage 
Not mono-energetic.

ma ∼ 0

COMET Phase-II : 
  B < O(10−9) fa > 1010−11 GeV

Bound μ− → e−a



PRISM/PRIME
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B(μN → eN) ∼ 10−19

with a factor of 1000,000 improvement
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NuFact03@Colombia University2003/6/6

Phase RotationPhase Rotation
method to achieve a beam of narrow energy spreadmethod to achieve a beam of narrow energy spread
n Phase Rotation = decelerate

particles with high energy and
accelerate particle with low
energy by high-field RF

n A narrow pulse structure (<1 nsec)
of proton beam is needed to
ensure that high-energy particles
come early and low-energy one
come late.

FFAG%Muon%Storage%Ring%
•  To%get%more%intense,%monochroma?c,%pure%(from%pion)%

muon%beam%
•  Use%Altena?ng%electric%field%%
–  Faster%muon%lose%energy,%slow%muon%get%energy%

•  Storage%ring%
–  Pion%decays%away%

Oct%14,%2015% M.J.Lee,%Muon%conversion%experiments,%HINT2015% 36%

FFAGS%@%Osaka%university%

Ref:%hfp://prism.phys.sci.osakaXu.ac.jp/research/r003.html%

Phase rotation

allowing high-Z muon target

allowing a thinner muon target
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PRISM=Phase Rotated Intense Slow Muon source

PRIME 
detector

PRISM 
beamline

FFA (fixed field alternating 
gradient synchrotron) for 

storage ring



PRISM FFA Phase Rotation at

Osaka University (2003 - 2007)
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PRISM-FFAG (6 sectors) in RCNP, Osaka

Ready to demo. phase rotation
Phase rotation at the PRISM FFA ring with  rays 
successfully demonstrated at Osaka University (2007)
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PRISM FFA Phase Rotation at

Osaka University (2003 - 2007)

38

PRISM-FFAG (6 sectors) in RCNP, Osaka

Ready to demo. phase rotation
Phase rotation at the PRISM FFA ring with  rays 
successfully demonstrated at Osaka University (2007)

α
T. Nakanishi, Ms.thesis (2008)
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Proton9driven$Muon$Collider$Concept$

Short,$intense$proton$
bunches$to$produce$
hadronic$showers$
$
Pions$decay$into$muons$
that$can$be$captured$

Muon$are$captured,$bunched$
and$then$cooled$by$
ionisaDon$cooling$in$mafer$

AcceleraDon$to$
collision$energy$

Collision$

D.$Schulte$ 5$Muon$COllider,$KEK9PH$lectures$and$workshops,$June$2021$

No$CDR$exists,$no$coherent$baseline$of$machine$
No$cost$esDmate$
Need$to$extend$to$higher$energies$(10+$TeV)$
But$did$not$find$something$that$does$not$work$

MAP$collaboraDon$
Muon Acceleration Program (US)
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Proton9driven$Muon$Collider$Concept$
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bunches$to$produce$
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that$can$be$captured$
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D.$Schulte$ 5$Muon$COllider,$KEK9PH$lectures$and$workshops,$June$2021$

No$CDR$exists,$no$coherent$baseline$of$machine$
No$cost$esDmate$
Need$to$extend$to$higher$energies$(10+$TeV)$
But$did$not$find$something$that$does$not$work$

MAP$collaboraDon$
Muon Acceleration Program (US)

Developments of Highly intense muon sources 
would have strong synergy with muon collider R&D

Pion capture solenoids 
Phase Rotator

FFA accelerator 
(at arc)
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“My” Wishful Timeline of Muon CLFV

40
modified from the muon CLFV white paper for the 
2020 update of European Strategy of Particle Physics
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Summary

•CLFV serves as a crucial probe to 
search for BSM. 

•  conversion is one of the most 
important muon CLFV processes. 

•The latest experimental developments 
(like COMET) together with related 
physics topics are presented, 
mentioning future technical 
advancement (PRISM). 

•It is hoped that exploration of CLFV will 
make implications in particle physics.
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